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08. COMPANIES WITH
WEALTH GENERATING COMPANY 
ARDÁN INDICATOR

8.1. Meaning of wealth generating company (GR)  

Wealth-generating companies 

  Company Sector

157 RODAMIENTOS VIGO, S.A. Wholesalers of other non-specialized machinery and equipment 13.175.449 3.958.608 1.398.801 45,05%

exploitation
Income

VAB
( in euros) Variation rate 

19/18

Every business organization aims to generate value. If this were not the case, they could not be considered useful 
organizations for society and for its stakeholders or groups that have legitimate interests in the company. The wealth 
generated must satisfy these agents. The most relevant are the shareholders of the company, its human capital, 
suppliers and creditors and public administrations.

- The shareholders of the company, which are the people who hold their property and who receive this wealth

the value of the company in the market.
-   The employed personnel obtain, basically, their remuneration in the personnel expenses section.

 through the results, either through dividends, through the constitution of reserves or through the increase in 

- Suppliers and creditors obtain the benefit as a result of their commercial relationship with the company.
- Public administrations through the taxes paid by the company in the development of its business activity 

The calculation of this indicator, which has been prepared in ARDÁN, revolves around the generation of value, in 
particular around Value added, that is, on the economic result after deducting taxes and the cost of resources, both 
own as outsiders, necessary for the company to function. The criteria that a company must meet in order to be 
considered to generate high wealth are:

1. It must have a positive EVA (Economic Value Added) during the analysis period (2017-2019). The reason 
is  that  companies  should  not  be  incorporated  that,  obtaining  a  high  GVA,  do  so  on  the  basis  of  large 
amounts of their own resources, without a cost associated with them, at least an opportunity cost.

2. The 2017 EVA must be greater than 150,000 euros. This criterion is established to rule out companies with 
little value generation.

3. The EVA growth must be 10% during the 2017-2019 study period.  

8.2. The wealth-generating companies in Galicia 


